Ian Lectures Cultural Landscapes

27 Lecture 1) 28 January 2016 2hrs Intro to landscape evolution and development IDR

People, Nature History, 2012

Examples of the application of appropriate research methodologies - historical & archival research, ethnological research, stakeholder evaluation, historical ecology studies, landscape archaeology (Methods 1)

Introduction to:

Woodland Heritage Manual + Shadows & Ghosts Survey Guide

Cultural landscape notes

28 Lecture 2) 04 February 2016 2hrs - The eco-cultural nature of landscapes IDR

Lost Fens

Parks

Parks notes

Fens notes

29 Lecture 3) 11 February 2016 2hrs Relationships between society, ecology and landscapes over long time-periods – politics, economics, & environment ECO-HISTORY IDR

Moors, Heaths & Bogs (1)

Moors, Heaths & Bogs (2)

Heathland notes

30 Lecture 4) 18 February 2016 2hrs History and contribution of human activity to the development of cultural landscapes - actors, stakeholders and competition for space and resources IDR

An example War & Peat

Notes

33 Field Visit 1) 10 March 2016 4-hr field trip Big Moor IDR

40 Lecture 5) (final) 28 April 2016 2hrs Round-up session on leisure, tourism & engagement of people and visitors in appreciation of cultural landscapes IDR

Shadows & Ghosts

Review & Roundup / Eco-cultural Tourism notes IDR